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ANSA
Minutes of the Fifth Annual MANSA Meeting
The fifth annual ~
meeting was called to order at 6:35 p.m. on Friday evening, November 2 at
the Omni Hotel in Baltimore, Maryland, David Conr~ presiding. Recorli:ld attendance inclucild Tom
B6SSet,Stephen Belcher, Sarah Brett-Smith, Barbara Franlc, Adria laViolette, David Sici nner ,
Mathew Stevens, Michael Oomez, Philip Ravenhill, Patrick McNatqtton, Bruce Oudes,J. Malcolm
ThQrnpsoo. Francois Manchuelle. Richard Warms, Kon5tantin POZI11yakov.Ousman Kouyate, Lansine
Kobo, David Rew5OI"I, Stonley Terver', Tommy lrelu, CorDI Ibompeon, Borboro Hoffmon, Richord
Roberts, Martin Klein, Mary Jo Arnoldi, Jean Bazin, James Webb, luyirdJ l~io, Alpha Barry,
Marian Ashby Johnson, Lam1n sanneh, Valentin Vy(i'1ne, Barbara lew1s, B. Marie Perinbam,
Maghan Keita, Kassim Kone, Olabiyi Yai, Ellen Suthers, ClaudeArmuin, MamaOOu Diawara,
Mahamoud Zouber, PatM Diagne
Financial Report: At the meeting last year in Atlanta we took.in $360 in dues and the year's total
came to $742.50. $718.00 was paid out for ma111ngsand expenses plus bank.service char~ of
$73.69. The Presio:mt reported that he has moved the MANSAaccount to a different benk.end ch8nged
it from the business categJry to personal, which will eliminate service char~ that have been
(i'aining the equivalent of three sponsorships from the a::counl QJpy1ng, supplies, and mailing costs
for newsletters: # 10 = $225, # 11 = $200, # 12 = $197, # 13 = 125.57. MAN&. Newsletter #I t 3
was cheaper than the previous ones thanlcs to a free mailing courtesy of Professor Geraldine Forbes,
Coordinator of the International Studies Prcq-am, SUNY-Osweg:!oNevertheless, funds for the last
newsletter fell short by $77.07.
This fi08l1Cfal st8tement led the President to inquire if the membership wished to continue operating
so close to the $, and at the same time he noted that several members h8:I expressed opinions that
the dues should be raised. lansine Kaba moved that the membership was be raised from $5 to $10.
The motion was seconded.Barbara Hoffman s~
that the payment schedule of $5 for stlKEnts
should continue at that level. Barbara Franlc's opinion was that most people could afford to pay more
and that the dues schedule 85 it h5i been was not necessaI y. After more discussion the members voted
that the dues be raised to $10, with one vote opposed.Barbara Hoffman's subsequent motion for a
student membership rate of $5 carried.
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The President then brought up a problem in our arrangements for French franc payments by
European members. While Robert Launay has (JJne to consirerable trouble in faithfully and
uncomplainingly handling the changing of francs to US$ through his own ID:OUnt in Paris, it has
causedproblems for him that have led to extended relays between the dues payments and the
recordinQ of renewed memberships in the newsletter. After some discussion the problem was left
unresolved with several members suggesting that the option of paying in French francs be
withdrawn, with those members being asked to send international mOl1E¥orrers for their dues
payments d1rectly to the Pres1dent.
David Conrad then welcomed overseas guests to the meeting: MamfrtMJ Diawara of the Frobenius
In51.itut in Frmkfurt, Konstentfn PozdnylJI(ovof the AcDmy of Sciences in Leningrad, Velentin
Vydrine of Leningrad University, Pathe Diagne of Dakar, and Mahmoud Zouber of the Centre Ahmed
Baba in T1mbuktu.
Stressing that dEBilines for panel proposals for the next ASA meeting is March 15, 1991, the
Pres1dent announcedthat the 34th annual ~ meettng w1ll be held 1nat the Sheraton St. Louts Hotel,
St. Louis, Missouri, October 24- 27, 1991. SugJestedfor MANSApanels were:
Berbere Hoffmen suggested WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE MANDE wa:u>, and offered to chair.
Tom Bassett s~ted
LAND TENURE ISSUES IN THE MANDE W(JU)
Lansine Kaba suooested NINETEENTH-CENTURY ISLAMIC RENEWAL IN 1l£ MAta W(JU.O
Alma Gottlieb suooested FUNERAL AND BURIAL CUSTOMS IN THE MANDE WORlD
Members are encouraged to submit paper topics for these panels to the members listed. In frliition,
members are encouraged to form other panels or submit any paper topics of their choice to the
MANSAPresident. Paper and panel proposals and enstrects should be sent to: 1991 Annual Meeting,
African Studies Association, Emory University, Credit Union Building, Atlanta, GA30322, U.S.A.
Panel participants must be members of the African Studies Association. MANSApanel perticfpents
must be members of MANSA.The President asks that all panel chairpersons keep him informed of
how their panels are developing, and that they provide him with names of panelists and titles of the
papers.
Barbara Hoffman then introouced the question of whether or not it would be a gxx:I iOO8 to have
by-laws for the MandeStudies Assoctenon, Mary Jo Arnoldi suggestedthat the HJASA by-laws could
be usedas a model. The members gratefu lly eceepted Dr. Arnoldi's offer to prepare such a model for
consideration at next year's meeting.
The meeting then moved to a consideration of the projected conference in BamaKo, Mali in January,
1992. Kathryn Oreen, who is organizing the conference, prefers to inform the membership of her
progress through separate mailings rather than through the MANSANewsletter, and she asks them to
await her next mailing which should arrive in December. The meeting OOjournedat 7:30 p.m.

Haye you Paid your Dues?:
A FrIendly RemInder to our North AmerIcan and European Members
If your name 00esnot appear in the "New and RenewedMembers· section of this issue, or in MANSA
Newsletter # 13. it is probably time for you to renew your membership. We are continuing our
polity of sponsoring some of our African collE9JUe5residing in sub-Saharan Africa.
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Further Correspondence Regarding
-The Voice of the Bamanais Hardby Sarah Brett-Smith
MANSANewsletter 6 (August, 1988) contained a letter signed by nine North American members of
the MendeStudies Association, and one by another MANSAmember who sent his in from Mali. In
these letters the members criticized the above-named article. Below is Sarah Brett-Smith's reply
to thOseletters. The MANSANewsletter was originally conceived as a forum for communications
between specialists in Mandestudies, and the editor agrees that any response to the letters about the
Brett-Smith article should have been promptly published. The letter in question, by Douglas
Newton, follows that of Dr. Brett-Smith.
-- Editor
Dear Colleagues
I have waited to reply to your letter concerning my article, "The Voiceof the Bamana is Hard,"
published in No.6 (August, 1988) of the MANSANewsletter in order to examine the issues raised
completely and fully. I am now writing out of the conviction that a frank evaluation of the points you
brought up will e01 to our understanding of the Bamana. In so ooing, I am writlng in the belief that
you are committed to emethic of scholar ly objectivity and em assuming thet P8SS6ge5 from this letter
will not be taken and used out of context.
The ~l of scholarly work is always to 00j to knowleOJeand understanding through the positive
process of debate and the airing of different points of view. While I will discuss, point by point, the
contents of your letter to give you the current state of my thinking, I would like to emphasize that
the diSfq'eements my article has raised are a normal part of any intellectual dialogue; they are not a
justification for the moral condemnation of your recent letter. Every scholar makes both
contributions end errors; e just eveluetton of eny work conveys both e sense of its limits end its
ochievements. Like any scholar, I tend to stress certain issues more than others. I happen to believe
that issues of power, violence and gender relatlons are central to a profound study of any culture. I
also believe that it is only by examining these aspects of human existence that we can free ourselves
from them: repression and denial are not the answers.
I regret that MANSAhes not chosen to publish Douglas Newton's letter regarding the published
crtticlsm. It is common precnee for any scholarly journal which aims at objectivity to publish not
only criticism, but the response to it, whether it comes from the author or from other scholars of
note. While Newtonsent copies of his li:cument to both myself and the board of the Barbier-Mueller
museum, allowing us to see his response (not always favorable to myself), MANSAnes not responded
in any wfJ(.This decision not to publish Newton's leUer SU9JeStsthat MANSAhas taken a partisan
position and seriously undermines MANSt\'sstature as an objective scholarly journal.
I would like to begin by clarifying the methoOOlogicalissues raised by my colleagues' letter. On
P8J! four they talee issue w1th the single footnote apperxEd to the end of the article and my

methcdJlogical apprCB:h. The first part of the article was not designed as a formal scholarly piece
1fBEdIiJwnwith footnotes; it was written es one scholar's synthetic view among many and in eetuel
fa:t relies on twelve years of field exper1ence and both conversations and formal 1nterv1ews w1th
many different informants.
My colleagues' criticism suooests that there is only one Wftl to write art history and that is theirs.

this rubric only extensively footnoted and maUer-of-fact descriptions would ever be
3
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published. Analysis, let alone a synthetic view of any but a culture's .•~ .. points is systematically
banned. Onehas the impression that one is reOOinga political cren, not a scholarly criticism.
Certainly such a party line 00esnot encourage risk taking and creative thought. I believe that when
so moved eoch scholar is obligated to set ctlwn on paper, not just a ltterel interpretation of mundane
facts, but their own conception of the lived reality of their subject. My colleagues write as though
ac:OOmlicfreelbn had entirely disappeared.
Throughout my text I deliberately aoopteda somewhat poetic style in an attempt to express what I
perceived to be the emotional truth of Bamana society. In so ooing I was particularly concerned to
convey what it would have felt like to be one of the dominated, a woman or a slave. This is not because
I endorse the oppression of women or of people in gener~l (something that the MANSAletter conveys
without stating outright) but because I feel that without ioontifying with those placed in this
situation, there can be neither understanding nor change. It is important for us to know how a woman
who has no say as to the disappearance of her child responds to this event.
I would like to return to the issue of style. My colleagues' comments ~
that they have not
uOOerstcxxleither the intention of my article or the poetry in Bamana speech. Bamana is an intensely
poetic l~
and even everyday speech is wonderfully symbolic and metaphorical. For instance,
the title of my article, "Bamanakan ka (3elen," appears to be a point of dispute. I wrongly assumed
that all Bamana specialists would identify this as the first line of a famous popular song about Segu
sung by the Malian orchestral group, the Biton National. Of course, as in any song, there are
probably multiple meanings to this line, but my own is as follows. The singer is not just saying that
it is hard to understand the speech of Segu (the ostensible and literal meaning of the phrase), but he
is implying that the wftf of life demandedby Bamanaya or Bamana-ness is extremely difficult. The
singer throws the phrase, Bamanakan ka gelen out into the audience as a challenge to achieve the
behavior demBl'KEdby the kings of Segu, men not known for their softness. In transition I
deliberately distorted the literal meaning of the phrase - kan can mean voice as well as speech - in
order to paraphrase the poetic meaning in the Segusong which seems to tell us much, much more
about Bamana culture than the fact that "the Bamana language is d1fficult. .. The poetry refers not
only to the difficulty of interpreting the many proverbs and sayings with which trEKUtional Bamana
speech is tilled. but to the strength of character demandedof those who would incorporate the values
of BamanlM!. This reference and indeed the poetic nature of the article itself seems to have been
either missed or deliberately misunderstood.
In terms of methOOJlogicalnuts and bolts, I agree with my colleagues that there is some legitimate
confusion arising out of the structure of the article, the form of the note and the designation of my
informant as "Fulant" In the fall of 1987 the Barbier-Mueller Museum asked me over the phone
whether they could put together certain pieces of my writing to form an article. Since they were
facing a riBJline, I said ves, causing a number of structural problems in the resulting piece, "The
Voice of the Bamana is Hard" Thus, I regret the major break in the middle of the article where the
general es5f1'Ion the Bamana was sandwiched with specific catalogue entries. Due to the Museum's
riBJlines this discontinuity in the text could not be reettned Thus, while ~
3-5 stem from ten
years of field work with many informants, it is pages 6-15 that result from work with the "Fulani"
informanl Again time pressure prevented either the Museum or myself from making much needed
editorial changes.
I would like to UJress the criticism concerning my use of the "Fulani" informanl My colleEgJes
char~ that I should not have used a "Fulani" informant to provide information on the Bamana This is
tantamount to stating that the only truthful information about any ethnic group comes from its
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members, something that no historian and certainly no fieldworker should espouse. It may, in teet,
be that information given from a non-group member is more realistic than tnet reported by someone
within the group. I chose to label this particular informant as Fulani becausehe explicitly requested
such an i<*3ntification and his last name is indeed 8 Fulani last name. However, my critics should be
aware that he Is a Blrw Fulanl from the Kite area and he, like others In thIs area, roes not ectuanv
speak Fulani, but only MaHnke. His family migrated to the Birgo several g3nerations agofrom the
OUassoulou(an area even more famed for its animist Fulani) and wholeheartedly Irilpted Malinke
culture. Due to hIs JokIng relationshIp to the bla::ksmlth family atta::hed to his v1l18g3he was
apparently able to witness many bleeksmtth rituals that most MaHnke would not have seen.
(BJa::ksmiths are joking partners to the Fulani.) In most cases Fulani herdsmen would not want to
perttcipete in these rttuels, but in this case the informent w~ e sedentary person who was
culturally MaHnke and was interested, and, as a techinical "Fuleni" could not be refused mission to
blasmlth
ritual observances due to the bla::ksmlth/Fulanl joking relationshIp. There are of course
problems in using eminform8flt with a MaHnke cultural identity to discuss the Bemene, but I felt
that these were corrected by the close correspondence between his information and that collected
over the prevIous ten years In the Bel~,
Bougounl and Sagoareas.
Moving beyond the methocblogical issues, I find it difficult to understand what appears to be a
compilation of to some degree mutually contradictory views in the original MANSAletter.
In paragraph two my col1eaguesstate that I refine the Bamana as a people "refined entirely by the
violence of sllwery and a harsh S8heliemenvironment," and that I assume "there is a single Bamana
personality, chara::terized by greed, mistrust, jeal~,
inability to communicate, murderousness,
and an unfeeling dIsdaIn for human 11fe."
I describe a population whose boundaries of 8::tion were trOO1tionally set by a political/economic
system inextricably linked to the slave tre and the realities of the sahel environment. I describe
the constraints imposed by such a system of life and then I move on to state that certain Bamana rise
above these constraints to become, Msuperlatively powerful human beings," who develop an ethic of
nobility in the teee of diS65ter akin to thet of Homer's heroes. It is the reader's eseumptton, not my
own assertion, that I limit my definition of the Bamana chara:t.er exclusively
the results of the
environmental and political constraints I describe.

to

My praise of Bamana women, their extrmrdinary fortitude in the f8:8 of human tragedy and their
magnificent g3nerosity, should alert my critics to the teet that I see many depths in many "Bamana"
personalities. If I began by sketching the often painful psychological responses to a political and
environmental situation, I certainly do not stop with these im8g3S, but balance them against the
8Chievements of the Bamtme.
One ~
seems to have beeO crltical in creating the misunderstanding just mentioned. On P8g3
5 of my article I describe the process whereby "individuals who undergo the suffering required by
Bamana life but who cannot master their pain becomeempty shells. "It has been suggestedthat I am
applying the description of such people to every Bamana. Such is not the case. By using the word
"This" rather than some other modifier such as "ell" 1)f' "every" or simply slating "The Bamana"
rather ttm the phrase "This is the Bamana...Metc. which indicates a select group of Bamana, I am
limiting my reference only to the minority of Bam6l18who could not overcome the negative effects of
the eOOcationalsystem necessary to prepare a community for the reality of Of'9ling warfare. The teet
that in the previous ptr'qaph I laud the strength of Bamana women with, as Douglas Newton says,
almost "reverential praise" confirms that I 00 not refer to all Bamana It seems to me that if there is
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a criticism to be made here it is perhaps that I em too generous to Bamene women and too harsh on
Bamana men, not that I pteee all Bamana in the same boat.
.
My colleagues suooest that I have ignored "the wealth of current as well as colonial-era
scholarship on ethnicity and mstorv." I have read the abundant literature on who the Bamana are and
have presented an analysis of the ethnic diverstiy of the "Barnana" in the fourth chapter of my
unpublishe:i dissertation, "Iron Skin: The Symbolism of Bamana Mud Cloth." The fieldwork on which
this chapter is basedwas carried out in 1976- 79, but it is interesting that my conclusions have
received independent verification from Richard Roberts Warriors, Merchants and Slaves: The State
and the EconomY in the Mid1!e Niger Vaney, 1700- 1914 (Stanford, Stanford University Press,
1987), and Jeml-loup Amselle's presentation on Bamana ethnicity at the 1988 M:A meeting. 1 It is
clear that many diverse ethnic strands have flowed together over time to make up the people who now
call themselves Bamana, but 1t is also clear that these people tD identify themselves as members of a
distinct ethnic group with 6 distinct ethos. "The Voice of the Bomofl8 is Hord" was intended as an
interpretive essay of that ethos.

<-

Charles Bird's observation at the 1988 African Studies Meetings, that the scholar must deal with
the corpus of "Bamana" cultural beliefs, myths, epics and proverbs (let alone the Seguand Kaarta
kirgbms) still remains true. For instance, in 1984 I collected a history of origin concerning the
father of blacksmithing and sculpture, M'Fa Ojigi in KoloKani from a non-blacKsmith Bamana
infOrmant. In the same year black.smith informants in the OJitumu region near Bougouni recounted a
- similar history of M'Fa Ojigi's migration on tape with ntitional details. Oneinformant could be
labelled "northern" Bamana and one "southern" and yet they recounted the same historic/mythic
account. My informants did not know eEdl other and it is QUiteevident from the tapes of these
interviews that the Bamana languagespoken by the "northern" informant is considerably different
than that spoken by the B~ni
area informants. Despite their geographic separation, "northern"
and "southern" informants recounted essentially the same story; they also used similar concepts in
the telling and elucidation of the M'Fa Ojigi history. The scholar cannot simply deconstruct the
"B8fTlane"into various historic strands or an ortificial "text" invented by colonization.
"Bamana-ness" or Bamanaya as informants continually refer to it, is a living and active cultural
rea11ty. Given these continual references by our informants, we cannot truncate our examination of
common cultural characteristics end the historic forces that have produced them. One might just as
well condemn all attempts to analyze American society on the grounds that life in Georgia and life in
Montana are hardly the same.
My colleagues suggest (p.3) that I am singHng the Bamana out as being remarkable for their
involvement with the slave trade. WhaU find remarkable is that with so much literature on the
inescapable intertwining of the slave trade with Bamana political structure and ethos, my colle8}JeS
still prefer to evfKiethis important issue in their own WorK. Even mythic accounts of the formation
of the SegukingtDro (the nexus of Bamana identity) reveal the intimate relationship between
warfare for the purpose of capturing slaves and the oovelopment of the state. In his recent and
excellent book on the relationship between the 8amana Segustate, the diversity of ethnic groups
involved in slavery (the Maraka and Maninka Mori primarily as traders, the Bamana primarily as
warriors and the Minianka and Senufo primarily as victims), and the economy in the Mio:lle Niger
delta, Richard Roberts dissects the complex economic and political relationships that gave rise to the
Bamana kingtDm of Segu.2 In discussing the formation of the Segu kingtDm Roberts states, "In the
course of supplying slaves, warfare and enslavement became foundations for state power," (p. 18)
and in the next paragraph -For the professional warriors of Segu, slaves were a commodity produced
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in order to be exchanged," end "At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the Bambara established a
warrior state in Segu." (p. 22) On pages23 throuQh 46 of his book Roberts elaborates these
statements into a compemng rescription of the W8lf in which slave recruits were turned into
warriors or tonjonw fighting for the Segu Icing whom they might then deposeor support IEpending on
the fortunes of the next battle. Slavery fueled the economic and pol1t1cal motors which formed the
SeguI<i~
and kept it lJ)ing, but it also contained the seedsof its incipient dissolution and
re-formation. Roberts, other scholars such as Bazin, and my own field research md clear that
slavery was endemtc to the M tone Niger area In the late 17th, 18th and 19th centuries. The Bamana
were certainly not the only ones to enslave, although the data presented by Roberts and Bazin
~ts
that they became Icayspecialists in the capture and svmboltc transformation which created
"slaves," while the Marm:e specialized in post-capture trade. What is important for my article,
however, is that the Segu Ici~'s
dual economic and political dependenceon slavery created a
warrior ethos amOOQthe Bamana intimately ilEntlfied with the making of slaves. As Bazin and the
BeledoulJ)u migration history describing the poignant liberation from slavery I collected in
1976-1979 SU9J6St,much of this ethos was tied to the feet that tooay's warriors were often
yesterday's captives. We cannot Ignore Bazln's statement:
Cejeu est d'autant plus large dans 1'Etat de S6}lu que, dans 1'appareil central tout au moins
et parmi 5eSdependantsdirects. 11n'est personne qui ne putsse, dune memere au d'une
autre, etre qualifie de
si 1'ontient compte IE la diversite des principes et des points de
vue. Meme la posttton extreme d'une hOroova ("etat d'homme lfbre") absolue et absolument
reconnue reste theoretiquement inoccupee. puisque te clan Itynastique desJara-Ngllosi
descendlui-meme d'un
de la Itynastie precedente.:3

mn,

mn

Nor can we escapethe conclusion that at one remove or another an enormous proportion of Bamana
familles had passedthrough a period of servituce.
The problem of the ethnic diversity of the "Bamana" cannot be separated from the issue of slavery.
In the Mia:tle Niger reglon it was slavery which rearral1(J3dand reconstituted ethnic ilEnt1t1es, for it
W8S the political ond economic system described by BtlZin, Roberts and my own field reseorch thot
provided the most efficient means to move and re-orOOr' peoote gecq'aphically. The name "Bamana"
now encompassespeople with diverse ethnic origins precisely becausewarfare and slavery uprooted
many different peoples in the 18th and 19th centuries, removing them from their original
environment and integrating them into a new and more centralized economic and political svstem. In
fld the history of the Segustate is just such a history of conquest. enslavement and re-ordering into
Bamanava or "Bamana-ness" as one Seguinformant revealed in 1989 when he said "we are really all
Minianka" If we wish to at~ the issue of diverse ethnic sources for the people we now call
"B8fTl8n8"we cannot escape investiglrting slavery, one of the thorny issues that my colleagues lEsire
to avoid.
My colleagues also ~t
that slavery was not wilEsprm among the Bamana. Field research
since 1976 in an outlying province of the Segustate, the Beledou{))u, an area frequently cited by the
Bamanathemselves as exemplary of Bammanaya. has successively revealed that more and more of its
vi11~ h8:Iat one point or another passedthrough a period of servitude. If we move to the heartland
of Bamana political hegemony, the Segustate, and look at Roberts' data the percentages of the
pqlulation estimated to live in servituIE in the late 19th century are stunning. On page 119 of his
book.Roberts reports that the French commandant of Seguestimated that slaves made up 53 per cent
the total population of the cercle, the French ministrative
unit. By 1904 another commandant
estimating the slave population at 15.6 per cent of the total population, still an enormously high
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figure. Roberts suwests that the commandant m6'y'have manipulated the figures in the later estimate
to ~
a smaller rather than a realistic overall slave population. Roberts further reports that in
1894 the region around Sinsani had a slave population which comprised about 31 per cent of the
total population. Despite Roberts' notes that percent~ must be evaluated in terms of the specific
area surveyed and its plece within the economic network of slave usinQand slave prooucinQareas,
these ere extraordinarily high percentages of the population. While many of the slave holders
mscribed by Roberts were Maraka, not Bamana, and while the incredibly high late 19th-century
figures cited by Roberts probably dependon the social disruption brought about by the Umarian
state, the social contract enmrsed by that state was borrowed from a Bamana model. Holdingsuch
high percentages of the population in servituoo was possible because the Bamana kings of Segu h&j
alreatt( established a particular cultural, economic and political system in the MitX1leNiger. Slave
holders might be ethnically diverse, but they bought their supplies first from the Bamaoowarriors
of the SeQustate and then from Umarians, and they repended on the state to protect their commercial
dealings in cloth, salt end slaves. Seguwas the heart of Bamana politics and the conquering, worrior
ethos of the Bamanadescribed in my article was an outgrowth of the constant warfare and the slave
based economywhtch were the drivIng motors of state formation. Onecannot eradicate the history of
Segufrom the formation of "Bamana"ethnic identity nor can one ignore the importance of warfare
and enslavement as an economic and political factor in the formation either of this state or of the
"Bamana... The fed that art historians have by and large ignored this history of warfare and
enslavement as a tool of the growing pre-colonial state tells us as much about ourselves as it 00es
about the Bamaoo.
It is never pleasant to discuss slavery and violence in any society, but we cannot ignore them,
especially when the violence involved is so often carried out against women and/or chl1dren (as in
the example given in my article). Aresponsible scholar cannot sweep either slavery or violence
under the carpet by saying that Bamanasociety (or any other society including our own) is
non-violent, loving, generous etc. and that all social problems are resolved by masquer~ in which
"social tensions are resolved." This seems to me a classic case of westerners looKingfor paradise
lost. Masquerading and other artistic forms (as we know all too well from European and Mayan
history) can as easily be used as a tool for repression (both political and psychological) as an
instrument for "resolving social tensions. "
Manyof my colleEWJll8S
write as though slavery had seleom existed and had certainly never
influenced art prOOuctionamong the Bamane, although we know that the diffusion of certain art
forms, such as marionnettes, are linked both with the spread of slavery and the liberation of former
slaves under colonial rule. In fact, my 1985 research among BelaooulJlUBamanaand Malinke from
the Kita area suooested that the existence of slaves was essential to the production of important
traditional SCUlpture. Field interviews from several informants in 1985 OOcumentthat traditional
p6'y'mentsfor important ritual art were always requested and given in human kind: one could not
commission a major ritual object without paying for it with either a young male or a young female
slave together with her child of breast feeding age, and some objects required that both be presented
to the sculptor. My informants told me that this payment could not be replaced by any other (such as
cattle, ete.) and that the object itself could not be carved without the assurance of the gift of a slave.
My 1985 interviews strongly suooest that this cat8!J)rical insistence on the presentation of a slave
to the sculptor in exchange for his work had important symbolic implications tied to fundamental
concepts about the nature of ritual objects, the ethos I describe in "TheVoiceof the Bamana is Hard,
and to the ever present political reality of the slave trade.
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On P8J8 three of the MANSAletter my colleagues suooest that I have tried to promote
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"racial-ethnic tension." If, indeed, this is the case I em very sorry. The line between the description
of the cultural profiles of particular ethnic groups and the promotion of bias is certainly thin.
However, even given the peaceful symbiosis charll:teristic of Malian ethnic groups, tensions and
cultural differences do exist. A society, such as that of the Bamana, which was economically and
po11tlcally tted to the Instttution of slavery has a very different nature than one, such as the
Malinke, where slavery heda different impect (despite Samory the Malinke frequently seem to have
been victims rather than exploiters of the slave trade). The legal system, for instance, is hardly the
same. Furthermore, one must explain the comment madeto me by several Informants, both Bamana
and MaHnke, that the MaHnke convey three warnings to any offender before the community decides to
punish him or her with death, whereas the Bemanaprectice is for one individual to poison another
on the basis of personal jeal~
(~.
I have published just such a C8Se for the Bammm in my
article, "The Poisonous Child."
If we move to a more directly art historical issue, my colleagues state that, "it is not at all clear
what possible relationship geometric forms can have with the ideas of slavery and freedom. If
Indeedthis is the case, then art historians might just as well abandonany ilEa of writina a cultural
history of art and retreat to a pure stylistic analysis. If Timothy Clark can discuss the relationship
between the cultural understanding of prostitution in late 19th-century France and the stylistic
Innovations of Manet's "Olympia," then tt seemsappropriate to similarly analyze the famous and
so-far unexplained idiosyncracies of the Bemenastyle. Why is it different than that of the Senufo,
for instance? Canwe eliminate the teet that the Bemanakin!PJms were slave raiding and the
decentralized Senufo villages were slave sources in a coherent and meaningful explanation of the
stylistic differences in the art of the two groups? Is it EK:Cidentalthat the Bemanastyle is more
Severe and geometriC than the rounded forms of the Senufo?
n

If we tD:ept that style carries meaning, then we must also attempt to describe and explain that
meaning. Both Bamanasculptors and cty'erscan identify works of art in "Bemana" and non- "Bamana"
styles and both constantly refer to Bamenavaas an explanation for style. A Bemanaayer who prefers
a hard-~
line on a textile to the fluid line used by Senufo ayers is talking about a deepcultural
preference; a preference which reflects en entire educational system, en awareness of the strict
patriarchal hierarchy of Bemanavillage organization and a stvlistic history intimately linked to the
population movements described in Chapter Four of my dissertation and Richard Roberts· book on the
links between slavery and the building of the Bemana kirl9ilm of Segu. If we are not to write the
cultural history of art, then we are condemnedto write merely a series of stylistic descriptions,
descriptions which tell the rEBler that a certain mask is red and then 9J on to report that the author
has no possible idea as to the meaning of this color. Such work is certainly safe, since no one in their
right mind wm eccusethe scholar of bias or distortion, but is this scholarship? Remaining at a
~iptive
level of discourse is not.evidence of a thinking mind at work. I have the impression that
we are living in an era of Africanist scholarship where fear of "distortion" excuses lack of thought
andjustifies a retreat into meaningless verbi&;Jl.
In the next parEq'aph my critics state that it is inadvisable to publish the material on human
SfUifice and that such material is inflammatory. First of all, material on human sacrifice occurs
r:Nef' and over again in my field interviews, although not associated with the particular object
discussed here. For instance. in 1978 I collected a myth of migration into the Beledou~ which
cEscribes the ritual murder of a female lemjer of ex-slaves by building a tower of bricks about her
·n the wilderness and leaving her there to die.5 OnApril 4, 1984 a Bamana Beledoug:luinformant
respmEd to the question, "What sacriflces did the Bamanaof former times make in order to cure
1emsof sterility?" by stating that men of former times were not concerned with such problems,
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but rather with gaining fame. Accordingto this informant, the principal sacrifices were me in
orcEr to c:onQUera neighrorinQ vm~. Before setting out for war a chicken was sacrificed to
tEter-mine whether the expedition would be successful. If the omens were propitious the expedition
set out. When capturing the opposing village one paid particular attention to obtaining its laooer
alive. Onethen returned home with this lea:ier in order to sacrifice him on a OOlior ritual objec:t6
called Kuntlgi ("leader") which was then guarded in a bag me from this man's trousers. This
p6rticular informant reported that he had observed this boli in his youth.
In oo:Jitionto my own data, other researchers have OOcumentedvery common references to human
sacrifice end violence. For instance, Dieterlen cites the well known practice of cutting an albino in
half at the waist as a sacrifice performed by the kings of Segu when f~ing grave difficulties,
especially a possible defeat in battle? What we find in Dieter len's rescription, as in a breed
diversity of field interviews and other documentary references, is the widespread acceptance of 8
high level of violence which Includes human sacrifice, although It Is not limited to It. Clearly the
banal acceptance of violence was one of the most hideous consequences of the war machine generated
by the slave tre in the 18th and 19th centuries, but this 00es not mean that one should suppress
the data when 1t ts offered to one.
What I ultimately find most disturbing aboUtmy colleEgJeS' letter is not that they disagree over
the extent and impact of human sacrifice, slavery and violence (although they run the risk of
contra:iicting Bazin, Roberts, Dieter len, Amselle and the field data itself), but that they seem to
t~jnk that arrywriting which attempts to present the reality of lived violence must necessarily be
t~iSted. Onehas the impression that we have created our own ritual interdiction in the West, an
interdiction which forbids us to discuss violence and its impact on art, particular ly when it affects
the third world. Havewe ourselves set up a system of repression which allows us to escape any
discussion of how it feels to be 8 victim or conqueror (a single individual often plays both roles at
different points in his or her lifespan) in 8 violent society? Mycolleagues suooest that African
{J)Vernmentsmay be offencEdby articles such as "BamanakBnKaOelen." I wonder if these authors
have not suggested such a response to African {J)Vernmentsby writing their letter, and if, in so
ooing, they did not wish to block certain types of research which upset them rather than Africans.
Myown experience of African scholars and the many extraordinary people who assisted me in my
research was that Africans are far more rEBtyto confront the most difficult issues of human life
than we are. The informant who gave me the lnformaUon concerning human sacr1f1cewas not awareof breaking any interdiction. Hemerely said that this was how things used to be, making it clear
that such a sacrifice was deeply tr8;lic, but also an inevitable act, and that the era he was talking
about had passed. I would suggest that it is precisely because our own society is so violent that we
may find it very difficult to discuss a similar level of violence wherever it may occur.
Giventhe kind of evidence I have just cited, it should be clear that I did not publish the data
concerning human sacrifice lightly. In feet, I wonder whether my critics are not perhaps distorting
the facts to suit a speciflcally "violence free" view of both the Bamanaand other ethnic groups caught
up in the slave tre of the 18th and 19th centuries. 8 view which 00es not conform to the available
data. I have the impression that my colJeagues irmvertently take the position which is often taken
with regard to violence directed towards women 8nd infents; that one should shut up and pretend that
it OOesn'texist. I wouldsuggest that the suffering and nobility of the womenquoted in my article
fully 03serves a written memorial. 'In this era of gender studies and post-modern theory it seems
~ronistic
to neglect the history of slaves 8I1d women, or to transform it into something more
palatable than the reported reality simply beeeuse it gets us into less trouble. If we were to
€ilconstruct my colleagues' construction of the term "Baman8," I think we might find that it is
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entirely oonstltuted of men. What about the history of Bemana women?
In conclusion I would 1i~e to state that I wrote the article "Bamanakan Ka Gelen" seriously and
honestly and on the basis of my own experience among the Bamana. This is of course only one point of
view amono many. AlthoUQh I was pained by my colleaaues' comments, I beHeve it is important that
we begin to discuss a series of issues which have been neglected for too long.
Yours sincerely,
Sarah Brett-Smith
1. Richard Roberts, Warriors. Merchants and Slaves: The State and the Economy in the Mi£ille Niger
Vaney, 1700-1914 (Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1987). My analysis of population
movements into the Bel~
presented in Chapter Four of my dissertation ("Iron S~in: The
Symbolism of 8amene Mud Cloth") is basedon textile pattern distribution from Si~asso to Kol~ani.
This research was carried out between 1878 and 1979 and I wrote Chapter Four of my dissertation
prior to reeding Richard Roberts' work. When his book was publ1shed I was delighted to discover that
we hod come to essentially the same hi,toricol conclusions using different methods independently of
~h other (analysis of cloth distribution as an index of population movement versus oral history). I
would suooest that such an independent concordance is extremely important evidence for the val1dity
of the historical analysis presented both by Roberts and myself.
2. Seenote 1 and Roberts, Warriors,

Merchants and Slaves, pp. 17-75.

3. Jean Bazin, "Guerre et servitude it SigJu," in L'Esclavp
Meillassoux (Paris: Frencots Mespero, 1975), p. 139.
4. Sarah catherIne Brett-Smith,
47-48.

en Afrique Precoloniale, ed. Claude

"The PoIsonous Child," Res:Anthrooolooy andAesthettcs, Vol 6, pp.

5. Sarah catherine Brett-Smith, "Iron S~in: The Symbolism of Bamana Mud Cloth," (Ph.D.
dissertation, Yale University, 1982), pp. 139-141.
6. Interview with healer and ritual expert in 8 small BeleOOug:luvillege 4/4/84,
transcribed text.

pp. 65-69 of

7. Germaine Dieterlen, Essei sur la Religion Bamana (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,
1951), pp. 94-97.
The following letter from Douglas Newton of the Metropolitan Museum of Art is dated April 18.
1989,
- - Editor
Dear Colle8JUE!S
I begin this letter with these words, as you 00yours in MANSANewsletter concerning Sarah
Brett-Smith's article "The Voice of the Bamana is Hard." Yours is a statement cobbled together from
a number of letters; so I assume that it expresses a general consensus to which you all subscribe,
even though the rEHler cannot detect arry attributed individual opinions.
As you are all no ooubt aware, it is a letter of unusual vehemence as far as scholarly debate is
cxmmonly expressed. Words such as "loathsome", "rectal-ethnic" (I am not sure what this means,
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except that it is meant to be unpleasant), and the letter's ~neral tone, are fairly rare in these
circumstances. They call for considerable justification. Youare all evioontly driven to them by Ii3ep
feeling, m1d your reesons for thet feeling cell for investigation. After all, as you remark yourselves,
you might have let the article die on the vine; you chose not to. Disregarding that for the moment, one
must look for the core of the OOcument.It seems to be in three parts at least: substantive objections
to Brett-Smith's data, her methoOOlow,and the principles governing research and publication.
I would like to comment briefly on your strictures; and I want to stress that my letter is not
intended as a defence, or a rebuttal: those are the business of Brett-Smith if she cares to take the
matter up. It is your attitudes to the handling of data, methodology,and, loosely speaking, the
principle of truth with which (end by which in your case) I em concerned.
As far as the first two potntsm, I need hardly announce that I have not the least claim to be a
Me1inianexpert, or even in the vaguest sense to be an Africenist. The little I know about Mali I have
lar~ly gleaned from some of your own worle.Your letter, I must tell you, will not educate me
further. The resentment which informs the first part of it seems to be based somehowon
Brett-Smith's remarks about the ancestral Bamanaas slaves and slavers, which are either founded
on historical fects or are not. I 00 not see that they are a cause for emotion, or that the Bamananeed
to be justified by saying that others (Africans, Europeans, ArClbs)were just as beKi(or as ~).
"For a reader ignorant of African history", such as myself, you oony Brett-Smith's interpretation:
but you offer not a sinQle teet to refute it. Youare content to "cringe," but you 00 not SfJY why.
Brett-Smith may make statements which are "unsubstontiated, Nbut your claim that they are such
is equally unsupported. Possibly the nine of you , speaking to other specialists, Knowwhat you meen
and can rely on your colleagues' unoorstanding you. Beyondyour own Circle, your meaning is
obscure.
Youtake exception to Brett-Smith's rEBiing of the spirit of Bamana art as a prrouct of history. I
personally would think that Brett-Smith's method was based on a now perhaps dated, though still
conceivably useful, school of art history that rErives the formation of styles from politicohistorico-ecological fectors. If Brett-Smith is wrong in ooing so, you might have explained how and
why. As it is, this part of your letter produces not so much illumination, as venom.
I will ED:! one note about your lengthy objections to Brett-Smith's use of a Fulani informant on
Bamanaaffairs. She is candid about this, and gives her reasons for it, and her reasons for trusting
his verecitv. I 00 not find this objectionable. Anoutsider of a culture, if he is intel1i~nt, can often
have valuable insights about the culture that many members of it may not share (isn't that a
condition that we ourselves aspire to?) and surely most field-workers have taken fK1vantageof it.
Here again I find the languageof your letter astonishing: the Fulani's information about
child-sacrifice is "inflammatory". Who is being inflamed? This is a rhetorical question - you 00 of
course make the answer QU1teclear, and I wm return to 1t.
Animportant part of your letter amounts to being a oofence, which you seem to think necessary, of
the B8fTlenaas people. Youevidently feel that in some way they have been def8fTledas existential
personalities, let alone as the end result of an historical heritage. I would myself concedethat
Brett-Smith seems to bear rown hard on Bamana men, and perhaps this is drama, setting the scene,
or a balance for what else she proceeds to Sf/Ij about B8fTlanawomen. Ns I reed it, her discussion of
Bamanawomenamounts to a paean of almost reverential praise for their courage, fortituoo and
"artistic brilliance". Is this oor(XJ8tory,"ve~nce", or Ningratituoo", (in Mr. Kane's words)? I
would not have said so.
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iration and affection for the Bemene, who could quarrel? In many wft{s I
iveness, called-for or not. From my own experience I Know that is natural,
811of us who have donefield-work among people as strange to us as we are to
WUIDJr1re powerful friendships and loyalties which are sometimes, we hope, reciprocal. As
FVI'I~--PriftrhANtsays. "An anthropolOOist has failed unless, when he says (JXXIbyeto the natives,
sides the sorrow of parting" (Social Anthropology 1962:79; and in respect to
's generalizations about the Bamana, I SU!JJlStyou lOOKat Evans-Pritchard's about the
last pagesof the same book). Poss1bly he exaooerates, but very few of us would not

tm been the sole messageor even the metn mes56geof your letter, it would heve been
pathetic and even honourable. Lamentably it is not. Within the first few lines, out pops from the
1ethe wormy h£9:1of naive self-interest. You will, surely, admit that your communication is not
8 critical review of 8 peer; it is a manifesto, even a denunciation, and a highly purposive one at that.
You make it very explicit that although Brett-Smith has the right to respond, you wish to reject her
from your society, tel11ng the world that she has been "irresponsible"; she has published
"inflammatory" material; she has insulted people; she mft{ by doing so have jeopardized the future of
research in Mali. This is a thought which Mr. Kane, somewhat disgr~fully,
develops into an open
threat towerds not only Americen but all Westerner researchers - Quite a burden to 18Yon
Brett-Smith's shoulders. Your messagecomes through all too loudly: "Never mind telling the truth;
for ~'s sake don't rock the boat, or we'll lose our visas, research permits, grants, chances of jobs."
You clearly detest what Brett-Smith has to say; you make it amply clear that you have no intention
of defending her right to say it. You are, as it were, bundling her out of the sleigh and into the snow,
when there is not even a s1ngle wolf (except poss1bly Mr. Kone) on the horizon.
It is no secret that, in many countries, officialdom and (JJVernment often find anthropol()Jists, art
historians end scientific researchers generally, awkward guests becausethey are likely to uncover
unwelcome tects that fit poorly official views of the past and present. Mft{ your prompt and sweeping
disavowal of a colleague save you, for now, from some of the possible consequencesof truth-telling.
In the long run, it will not save your necks from pressures that you already obviously feel to modify
your work so as not to give offence to the authorities. It is a pity that those of you who are historians
have not learned by now that conformity gains nothing except further demandsfor conformity. You
have disowned dispassionate controversy, but I doubt if it will do you much ~ the next time you
run into controversial material.
You end with a call to the Association Committee of the Barbier- Muller Museum (of which I am a
member) for "responsib111ty"ln future publications. Looking at the list of the professionals among
the Committee, I am not too 8Ware that any of us needfeel too many pangs of conscience for previous
irresponsibility. I would be more impressed if I did at interpret what you are saying as, "ThinK the
wft{ we do". Thank you, but no. I for one do not care to censor fellow-scholars,
nor to exercise
self-censorship. I do not know by what right you demandthat my colleagues and I should join you in
those activities.
Douglas Newton
Evelyn A.J. Hall and John A. Friede Chairman
Depertment of Primitive Art
'
To the Editor, MAN~ Newsletter
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New and Renewed Mansa Members.
Research Specializations
& Address Changes
Mary Jo Arnoldi (sponsor), Department of Anthropology
D.C.• 20560

NHB 112, Smithsonian Institution, WaShington,

Jean Bazin, Ecole des Haules Eludes en Sciences Sociales. 54 bd. Raspail. 75006 Paris. France
Stephen Belcher. Comparative Lilerature
University, University Park, PA 16602

Department, W434 Burrowes Bldg .• The Pennsylvania State

Sarah Brett-Smith, The School of Historical
08540 (address change)

Studies, The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, NJ

David C. Conrad (sponsor). History Department. SUNY-OSwego, Oswego. NY 13126
Diokolo Adami Coulibaly. c/p Valentin Vydrine. USSR. 199034 Lenningrad
Mamadi Diane. USSR. 117.279

Moscow, Ostrovilyanovi.

35a

Siska Diarra. Secretary General. Association Globe Contact, B.P. 9078. Bamsk.o. Mali
Globe Contact specializes in foreign exchange programs.
Gerard Dumestre. I.N.A.L.C.O .• 2 rue de Lille, 75007 Paris. France
Rlsa ElIovlch, Department of Anthropology.

North Carolina State University,

Raleigh. NC 27695

Barbara Frank (sponsor). Department of Art. SUNY-Stony Brook. Stony Brook, NY 11794-7250
Tim 6eysbeek. 21 Centennial. Sparta, MI 49345
Alma Gottlieb. Department of Anthropology,
Illinois, Urbana. IL 61801

109 Davenport Hall. 607 S. Mathews Ave., University

Kathryn L. Green (sponsor). Departmenl of Hislory.
Madison, WI 53706

3211 Humanities Building. Universily

Maria Grosz-Ngale, Center for African Studies. 200 W. Engineering Bldg., University
Arbor. MI 48109-1092
Slephen Harmon, c/o USIS Bamako, P.O. Box 97200, Washington, D.C. 20090-7200
laura A. Harris, 14513 N.E. 6th Place .,.
Fr~oi58
France

Herilier-Auge,

of

of Wisconsin.

of Michigan. Ann

(address change)

Bellevue, WA 96007

Laboraloire d'Anthropologie Sociale. 52 rue du Cardinale-Lemoine,

75005 Paris,

Rachel Hoffman, c/o Shapiro, 156 Middle Road. Santa Barbara, CA 93109
Tammy Iralu, 224 Calumet Sl. Boston, MA 02120
Graduate studenl in African History, Boston Universily;
visits to Burkina Faso; Mali, summer 1990
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residenl Burkina Faso 1976-80; lwo subsequent

w-.•••••.
Sl. N.W.• Washington. D.C. 20001-2409
IIWI-r-

••••••

ID" Oaprtment

of History. 323 KMB. 6righam Young University.

du &reau dttudes et Strategie. Ministere des Affairs

• Deprtment

of Anthropology. Northwestern

t..'t"~ (sponsor).

University.

Provo. utah 64604

Etrangere. B.P. 1010 61S•

Evanston, IL 60201

Department of Anthropology. Rice University.

Box 1692. Houston. TX 77251

. • 252 Uncoln Avenue. Highland Park. NJ 06904
Frwnrni<; Manchuelle. Department of History.

LandMum Box 6054. Georgia Southern College. Statesboro. GA

3045()-S054
P.trick

McNaughlon. 4415 Old Sl. Rd. 37N. Bloomington. IN 47408 (sponsor)

Claude Meillassoux. Centre d'Etudes Africaines.

54 bd. Raspail. 75006 Paris. France

A. Endre Nyerges. Departmenl of Anthropology. Lafferty
40506-0024
Nakamura Yusuke.
ku- Tokyo. Japan

Hall. University

of Kentucky. Lexington. KY

sIc de l'Universite de Tokyo. Departemenl d'Anthropologie Culturelle. Komaba~eguro-

6. Marie Perinbam (sponsor), Department of History, University of Maryland. College Park. MD 20742
Konslanlin Pozdnyakov. URSS. Leningrad. Universitelskaya
Sciences

nab. 3. Inslut de I!thnologie.

Academie des

Philip Ravenhill (sponsor). Chief Curator. National MUseum of African Art. Smithsonian Instilution.
Washinglon. D.C. 20560
David Rawson (sponsor).

674 N. Jacksonville. Arlinglon.

VA 22206

Richard Roberts (sponsor). History Department. Slanford University.

Stanford. CA 94305

David Skinner (sponsor), Departmenl of History. Santa Clara University.

Santa Clara. CA 95053

Ellen Suthers. 214 Whitmoor Terrace. Silyer Spring. MD 20901
"Tal Tamari. 221 rue Paul 6est. CNRS. 94200 Ivry-sur

Seine. France

Stanley Tarver. 70 Howe Street -405. New Haven. CT 06511 (address change)
Carol Thompson. The Center for AfMcan Art, 54 East 69 Sl. New York. NY 10021

J. Malcolm Thompson. Fayetteville Stste University. Department of Humanities. Fayetteville. NC 26303
Jeanne Toungara. History Department. University

of Virginia. Charloltsville.

VA 22903

Valentin F. Vydrine. URSS, Leningrad. UniversiteLskaya nab. 1 t. vostocnyj fakullel
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Richard L. Warms, Anthropology Department, Southwest Texas Slate University, San Marcos, TX 76666
Oumar Watt, Language Instructor, B.P. 49, U.S. Embassy, Dakar, Senegal
James Webb, Jr., Department of History. Colby College. Watersville. ME04901
Mahamoud Zouber. Directeur. Centre Ahmed Baba, Timbuktu, Republic of Mali

Joining MANSA and Renewing Membership:
Regular and Institutional membershlp $10, Sponsorlng membership $25
Make chec~ out to MANSAand ( if you are joining) sendwith your institutional affiliation and a brief
description of your research toptes to:
David C. Conra1
History Department
SUNY-OswegJ
Oswef;J),NY 13126
U.S.A.
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